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Abstract: A 1arge-scale tumble rather than swirl would exist in cylinders in the case of two valves’ opening in a fourvalve engine. A strong swirl is generated when one valve is closed, yet the flow capacity is less than that of two valves
being opened. In order to change it, different lifts of valves (DLV) present are achieved. In the case of using different lifts
of two intake valves, both tumble and swirl would occur in cylinders, and the flow capacity will hardly change. A new
method of measuring the rotational speed of the intake swirl –the method of virtual rotational speed of theory has been put
forward. Not only does it eliminate the influence of frictional resistance, but also obtain a theoretic rotational speed, which
is only produced by intake swirl.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2.2. Realization

Air motion in engines has decisive influence on mixing
gas and burning process [1]. Organizing favorable gas
glowing is a useful way to meet strict standards on emissions
and fuel economy. Colossal work has been done, such as
increasing the diameter of intake ports, adding number of
intake ports, adopting Variable Induction Controlling System
(VICS) [2-4], Variable Valve Actuation (VVA) [5-7] and
Variable Event Timing Control (VTEC) [8]. Especially,
adopting two intake ports increases the ability of circulation,
but matching cams make two intake valves move with same
lifts, which leads to symmetry of gas flowing. And a largescale tumble rather than swirl would exist in the case of two
valves’ opening [9,10]. To gain a strong swirl, one valve
must be closed. However, the flow capacity is less than that
of double valves being opened. In order to change it, a new
design scheme of matching cam-achieving different lifts of
valves (DLV) is present in the patent of invention [11]. So
both tumble and swirl would exist in cylinders in the case of
using different lifts of two intake valves. Meanwhile the flow
capacity will hardly change, the intake port flow characteristics will be improved. In the present work the authors
investigate the effects of DLV for swirl and flow capacity.

The framework of two matching cams is redesigned. The
same lifts of cams are considered as the reference cam which
is shown in Fig. (1), and change its disposal and profile
curve. Four basic schemes are shown in Fig. (2), which make
valves to have four sporting forms: According to scheme a,
their lifts are different when valves are opening but equal
when valves are closing; According to scheme b, the lifts are
equal when valves are opening but different when valves are
closing; According to scheme c, the lifts are different when
valves are both opening and closing except for a certain lift
in middle of the movement; According to scheme d, the lifts
have dissimilarities not only when valves are opening but
also when they are closing except for the biggest lift.

Fig. (1). Reference cam of SLV.

2. ACHIEVING DIFFERENT LIFTS OF VALVES
2.1. Definition
Different lifts of valves indicate that lifts of valves are
different when two intake valves are moving at the same time. It
is relative to the same lifts of valves (SLV) in the engine.

Fig. (2). Four basic schemes of DLV.

3. CONTRASTING AND ANALYZING
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The better scheme can be found by comparing the ability
of circulating, the degree of swirl and tumble. In contrast to
the case of the lifts of valves being identical, the airflow is so
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unsteady when engine is running, so that becomes difficult to
test the intensity of swirl and tumble directly in the engine.
The flow performance of the ports in a cylinder head is
tested in a steady-state air rig in Fig. (3).
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Δp is the stress drop of the intake port

ρ is the density of the gas at the valve seat (kg m 3 )
3.2. Virtual Rotational Speed of Theory
Steady-state air rig in Fig. (3) has some shortcomings in
the assessment test of the intensity of the intake swirl. Intake
swirl overcomes frictional resistance to make a vane rotate
when the rotational speed of a vane is being tested. The
influence of frictional resistance makes measuring result
becomes smaller; as a result the residual becomes bigger.

Fig. (3). Sketch of steady flow rig.

3.1. Estimating Method
Swirl and tumble are dependent upon many things,
including port orientation, chamber masking, and number of
valves etc. It is beneficial to estimate air motion by
analyzing the bench data in terms of non-dimensional
parameters so as to allow comparisons independent of size.
Generally, the Ricardo method is adopted to estimate incylinder air motion.
The non-dimensional parameters utilized to describe
flow, swirl and tumble conditions are:
Flow Coefficient CF =

Q
n ⋅ A ⋅V0

Average flow Coefficient CF =
Non-Dimensional Swirl N R =

Non-Dimensional Tumble

1
α 2 − α1

α2

∫α

1

Virtual rotational speed of theory (VRST) can conquer
the shortcomings mentioned above. The measuring principle
is shown in Fig. (4). Intake swirl is regarded as resistance.
The motor drives a vane to rotate when the valve is closed,
the direction is opposite to intake swirl. The rotational speed
of vane is ω1 . Then the valve is opened, intake swirl
resisting the vane rotating which makes the speed of the vane
to decline, speed of the vane is ω2 at that moment.
According to the theorem of kinetic energy, the work of
resistance of intake swirl treated as motive power can be
obtained. Assuming the vane is derived by them, the
theoretical speed of the vane is calculated. Without the
impact of frictional resistance, the speed is produced only by
intake swirl. In fact it isn’t reflected by means of vanes, so it
is called “virtual rotational speed of theory”, which is
marked ω x .

C F ⋅ dα

ωR B
V0

Rt =

N t ( a ) ⋅ Vs

Fig. (4). Driving device.

30 ⋅ Q( a )

where:

Q Q(α ) are the total volume flow(m3/sec)
n is the number of valves open
A is valve seat area (m2)

A = π D2 4

α1 α 2 are crank angle degrees when the valves begin to
open and close entirely(rad)
B is the bore (m)
D is the inner valve seat diameter (m)

ω R N t (α ) are the equivalent swirl velocity(r/min)
Vs is the ejecting quantity
V0 is the theoretical velocity of the port (m/sec)
V0 = 2Δp

ρ

Fig. (5). Mechanical properties of motor.

Mechanical properties of three-phase asynchronous
motor are shown in Fig. (5). AD is unstable, and AC is
steady. The parameters are given as follows:

PH is rated power(r/min)
n0 is synchronous speed(r/min)
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Hence

nH is rated speed(r/min)

λ = MK / MH
torque(n.m)

M K is max torque(n.m); M H is Rated

λ1 = M D / M H M D is starting torque(n.m); M H is Rated
torque(n.m)
Hence
A (ω K , M K ), B (ω H , M H ), , C (ω 0 ,0), D (0, M D )

(1)

PH
π
π
, ωH =
nH , ω 0 =
n0
nH
30
30

(

2

M K = λ M H , M D = λ1 M H , ω K ≈ ω0 − (ω0 − ω H ) λ + λ −1
AC is showed by quadratic function

M = a + bω + cω 2
Inserting (1)

"a + bω0 + cω02 = 0
$
#a + bω H + cω H2 = M H
$
2
%a + bω K + cω K = M K
We obtain

%a = ω0ω K α + ω0ω H β
'
&b = − (ω0 + ω K ) α − (ω0 + ω H ) β
'
(c = α + β
In the formula

%
MH
'α =
(ω H − ω0 ) (ω H − ω K )
'
&
MK
'β =
'(
(ω K − ω0 ) (ω K − ω H )
So M is obtained
According to the theorem of kinetic energy
Δ Ek = W W = Wq −Wz

Wq is work of drive torque

Wz is work of resistance
Hence

1
1
J ω22 − Jω12 = Wq −Wz Wq =
2
2

φ2

∫φ

M dφ

1

M is drive torque of motor

Wz is work of resistance of intake swirl
1
1
J ω22 − Jω12 = Wq −Wz
2
2

Wq =

φ2

∫φ

1

M dφ

#1
&
1
Wz = Wq − % Jω22 − Jω12 (
$2
'
2
Virtual rotational speed of theory

Wz =

2Wz
1 2
Jω x −0 ω x =
J
2

3.3. Experiment
Sample is a four-valve gasoline engine. Flow coefficient,
non-dimensional swirl and non-dimensional tumble will be
obtained based on above formulas.

Among them

M H = 9550
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The result is shown in Fig. (6). The lifts of valves are
different when they are opening in scheme a, the balance of
swirl has been destroyed. This leads to a big scale swirl, and
it changes from weak to strong, and at the end becomes weak
again and disappears. Although their lifts are equal when
valves are closing, but the inertia of the swirl will occur
when valves began to close, the big scale swirl will not
disappear immediately. Scheme b describes that the lifts of
valves are equal when valves are opening, but their lifts have
dissimilarities when valves are closing. There is the big scale
swirl in the cylinder during the closing of the valves, and
they change from weak to strong, and become weak again,
and at last disappear. Scheme c implies that the lifts of
valves are different during valves are opening and closing
except a certain lift in the middle of motion, so the big scale
swirl will exist all the time except a certain lift in middle of
the movement. This is because there is the same lift at the
middle of motion, and because of the influence of the inertia
of the swirl at the same lift, the big scale swirl will not
disappear in a short while, then it will reappear with the
emergence of the different lifts. But because intensity of
swirl of the intake ports has been transformed, so the
direction of the swirl is opposite comparing with previous
one. It will disappear gradually with the difference of lifts
decreasing. Scheme d makes the lifts of valves have
dissimilarities not only during valves are opening but also
during they are closing except the biggest lift, the big scale
swirl always exists, because the intensity of swirl of intake
ports does not transform, so the direction of the swirl is as
same as the first one, although there is a same lift in the
middle. But because of the influence of the inertia of the
swirl at the same lift, the big scale swirl will weaken
gradually but still exist; it will strengthen with the increase
of the difference of lifts again, and weaken gradually with
the decrease of difference of lifts. At last, it will disappear
when the valves close completely.
The bigger scale swirl will exist once in Scheme a and
scheme b; The bigger scale swirl will exist twice in scheme
c, and the difference of lifts in the case of scheme c is more
obvious, the intensity of swirl produced by each intake port
tend to be more imbalanced, so the total intensity of the big
scale swirl is higher than other cases. Though scheme d
produces also bigger scale swirl twice, but because of the
limitation of difference of lifts, the imbalanced degree of
swirl is lower than that of scheme c, thus the biggest
intensity of swirl is less than that of scheme c. In short,
scheme c brings better result.
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Fig. (6). Non-dimensional swirl Nr of four schemes.

Fig. (7). Non-dimensional swirl Nr of two conditions.

Fig. (8). Flow coefficient CF of two conditions.

Fig. (7) shows that the rotating speed of swirl of a
traditional four-valve engine is so slow that it cannot be
measured steadily, and the direction of swirl often changes.
It also shows that there is no big scale swirl in the cylinder,
which is attributed to the symmetrical disposal of intake
ports and same lifts of the valves that lead to counteract swirl
produced by each intake port.

Flow coefficient is reduced by 80 degrees in the case of
scheme c than that of same lifts, because two valves in the
case of same lifts reach the biggest lift at the same time
rather than that of the scheme c, but the average flow
coefficient hardly changes in the whole course that is shown
in Fig. (8).
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